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ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.111

The Bombay high court has suggested (1)/ the use of Global

Positioning System (GPS) satellites (2)/ to civic bodies across the

state to keep a track (3)/ on illegal constructions in its jurisdictions.

(4)/ No error (5)



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.112

The vast knowledge of space (1)/ and location possessed by the

geographers (2)/ should be utilized for the task to (3)/ planned and

scientific development of the city (4)/ No error (5)



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.113

The students participating in the e-learning programme (1)/ would

get an opportunity to learn (2)/computer operations and compete

successful (3)/ with their counterparts in big cities (4)/ No error (5)



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.114

Most countries make (1)/ a clear distinct between (2)/ ‘active

euthanasia’ which involves a deliberate action to end life (3)/and

‘passive euthanasia’ which involves the withdrawal of medical

treatment (4)/ No error (5)



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.115

If a duplicate key is insert in the ignition (1)/ the immobilizer device

detects, it engages central locking (2)/ and shuts down all electronic

systems (3)/ making it impossible to start the vehicle. (4)/ No error



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.116

The patient required blood transfusion every fortnite and his

monthly earnings did not allow him to bear expenditure on

procurement of blood on a regular basis. All correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.117

Officials said that because of early fog and hazy predicted by the

meteorological department, many trains had already been cancelled

while others started several hours behind schedule. All correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.118

The monument constructed as homeage to the martyrs was

given a facelift a few days before the anniversary of its

construction. All correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.119

India saw tremendous growth in its fortunes in recent years

because of the increased adaptability and productivity of its

human resource, leading to a spur in demand of our skills in

different industries worldwide. All correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.120

Two terminally ill patients suffering from liver and kidney

diseases, got a new lease of life when an accident victim’s

organs were transported to them. All correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.121

Britain will next year have its own (1)/ space-weather centre for

predicting the arrival (2)/ of solar ‘superstorms” that can trigger

electricity blackouts (3)/ beneath cities and knock out GPS

satellites (4)/. No error (5)



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.122

The National Skill Development Council (1)/ is planning an

assessment (2)/ platform to test the skills of youth and (3)/

recommend jobs he is qualified for (4)/. No error (5)



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.123

Being unemployable means that a (1)/ job-seeker does not

possess the prerequisite (2)/ soft skills and qualities that a

specific job (3)/ demands, in spite of being technically

proficiency. (4)/ No error (5)



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.124

The bank is randomly suspended employees (1)/ for asking why

the senior management (2)/ has granted such colossal loans (3)/to

industrialists without collaterals .(4) no error (5)



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.125

The official’s reaction to the (1)/ apparent harmful nature of (2)/

social networking sites (3)/ is the sign of a state machinery. (4)/

No error (5)



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.126

India, with its vast geography and population dencity, poses a

unique challenge in providing basic healthcare to everyone. All

correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.127

With the slow paced investigation, the incident of looting the

jewellery has fallen in the list of unresolved crime cases

reported in the city. All correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.128

Television newsreaders and presenters must be willing to work

overtime to meet deadlines or covered a breaking story. All

correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.129

The Art Mela was started with a view to provide a platform to

students including underprivileged ones for participating and

showcasing their artist skills. All correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.130

Pratapgarh presents a dizmal picture of lawlessness and mis-

governance which is evident in a series of incidents that have

significantly halted development work in the district. All

correct



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.131

We have incurred an expense of over fifty thousand this year

alone.

1) incurred an expense of the

2) incurred a expense

3) incur an expense of

4) incurred an expense

5) No correction required



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.132

Either the manager or his employees have given his resignation.

1) have given their resignation

2) has given his resignation

3) has given their resignation

4) had given his resignation

5) No correction required



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.133

If you ask nicely, your mother will probably allow you have a

piece of cake.

1) let you have

2) allow that you have

3) allow you have

4) let you to have

5) No correction required



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.134

Each of the loan must be approved by the branch manager.

1) Every loan

2) Each one of the loan

3) Any of the loan

4) Any of the loans

5) No correction required



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.135

He is a good leader, knowing that to motivate his employees to 

achieve.

1) that knows when

2) who knows how

3) which knows how

4) knowing what

5) No correction required



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67
Q.136

The sowing machines that are availability in the market is not

multifunctional and are used only for sowing groundnuts.

1) Available in the market are not multifunctional

2) Availability on the market are not multifunctional

3) Available under the marketing are not multifunctional

4) Available as the market are not multifunctional

5) No correction required



ASKED IN BANK EXAMSGRAMMAR SECTION              Part-5 67

Answer-111-(4), use 'their' instead of 'its'

Answer-112-(3), use 'the task of'

Answer-113-(3), use 'successfully'

Answer-114-(2), use 'distinction'

Answer-115-(1), use 'inserted'

Answer-116- use 'fortnight'

Answer-117- use 'haze'

Answer-118- use 'homage'

Answer-119- All correct

Answer-120- use 'transplant'

Answer-121-(3), use 'across' instead of 'beneath'

Answer-122-(4), use 'thye are' instead of 'he is'

Answer-123-(4), use 'proficient'

Answer-124-(1), use 'suspending'

Answer-125-(2), use 'apparently'

Answer-126- use 'density'

Answer-127- All correct

Answer-128- use 'cover'

Answer-129- use 'artistic'

Answer-130- use 'dismal'

Answer-131-(5)

Answer-132-(1)

Answer-133-(1)

Answer-134-(1)

Answer-135-(2)

Answer-136-(1)


